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Consistency in Ground Potential Rise Estimation
Utilizing Fall of Potential Method Data

Darren J. Woodhouse and Richard H. Middleton, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Analyzing Fall of Potential (FOP) test data from a
grounding system current injection test is the prevalent method
used to determine Ground Potential Rise (GPR). Achievable tol-
erance in analyzing near ideal FOP results using recognized and
alternative methods were assessed previously, whereas this paper
investigates distortions by buried metallic systems, such as leaky
cables and pipelines, based on both simulated and field data. To
work correctly with “real” data, pre-conditioning FOP data may
be necessary; removing “outliers” due to real world “pathologies”
in the earthing system. Applying several “cost” functions to the
methods created by the combination of conditioning schemes and
FOP response models produced a significant number of estimation
methods. To determine the most consistent estimation methods a
methodology was developed which assessed all identified methods
by comparing the estimates produced with the simulation result.
This allowed the most consistent and accurate GPR estimation
methods to be identified.

Index Terms—Current injection testing, earthing, grounding,
impedance, measurements, parameter estimation, testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

PREVIOUS work by the authors [1] examined the perfor-
mance of fundamental GPR estimation methods when used

to analyze near ideal data and near ideal data subject to white
noise. This paper details work which examines the original es-
timation methods and more advanced methods applied to both
simulated test data and field data. The simulated test data was
generated from finite element models of earthing systems with
various external buried metallic systems to introduce more real-
istic response distortion [2].

The fall of potential method [3] uses the response of the soil
surrounding a grounding system leaking current to determine
the grounding system’s GPR. Executing the fall of potential
method requires the potential of the soil response to be mea-
sured with respect to the GPR at increasing distances from the
edge of the earthing system (x), as shown in Fig. 1. This is un-
dertaken during a current injection test described in [4] and [5].
Many utilities then use a classical GPR estimation technique,
based on a point source model, which graphically extrapolates
the soil profile to remote earth.

Analysis of simulated field data using the methods outlined
in [1], including the equivalent of the classic estimation tech-
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Fig. 1. Fall of potential method relationships.

nique, produced greater than anticipated estimation error. More
complex methods were investigated for improved estimation ca-
pability when applied to data subject to more realistic distur-
bances. The importance of accurate GPR estimation was exam-
ined in a dissertation by Carman [6] where it was shown that the
potential hazard risk associated with an installation due to GPR
associated hazards was nonlinear. It was shown that the fibril-
lation risk in one instance rose by 15% due to an increase in
the GPR of only 7%. GPR estimates also establish a benchmark
for an earthing system injection test as all voltage measurements
are made proportional to them. Measurements such as touch and
step voltages are scaled as a function of the GPR and GPR es-
timate error thus extends to those results. Finally, a FOP test is
influenced by the environment surrounding the installation. Re-
strictions imposed by private property and hard surfaces com-
plicate its execution. Any tool which simplifies its analysis or
increases the flexibility or robustness in the field is of benefit to
the tester.

Comparison was made of a number of practical variations in
estimation method including FOP response model, cost assess-
ment, data subset selection, combination of methods and data
pre-conditioning. The number of methods available for esti-
mating GPR when these variations are considered make manual
comparison impractical. It also raises the question of whether
there is any method/s which display consistent performance for
a wide range of data sets and distortions.

In estimating GPR an important issue is the conservatism
or otherwise of the result. A conservative result is an estimate
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greater than the actual GPR, since such an estimate will lead to
an over-estimation of touch and step voltages. The desired out-
come of GPR estimation then is the identification of a method
which consistently produces a conservative result or where the
expected result consistently lies within the tolerance range de-
fined.

The analysis using the methods outlined may require factorial
(in the number of data points) computation times and are there-
fore computable only for small data sets. Methods were also
examined that better managed these computational difficulties
to give practical numerical algorithms.

The assessment of which algorithms performed consistently
included a range of simulated test cases ranging from simulated
cases with no distortions and simple earthing systems to cases
which include a number of distortion sources and independent
yet “interfering” grounding systems.

To achieve “consistency” a number of qualities are required
of the estimation technique including accuracy, robustness, re-
peatability, computability, and conservatism. The result of the
assessment is to indicate the preferred estimation method which
achieves the most “consistent” result across the range of exam-
ined cases. Of an initial set of 2304 methods (including com-
binations of conditioning schemes) a preliminary cull down to
22 methods, followed by simulations for 19 test cases identified
several optimal methods for estimating GPR from FOP data.

II. FUNDAMENTAL METHODS

In the original paper [1], two fundamental models for FOP
response, linear and offset, were outlined. These methods form
the basis of all the GPR estimation methods that were examined.
More recently, alternative methods and additional models for the
estimation processes were introduced and the initial nomencla-
ture was found to be inappropriate. Consequently the linear and
offset models have been renamed to the “First Order Rational
(FOR)” and “First Order Rational Offset (FORO)” models re-
spectively. For clarification the fundamental methods are de-
scribed in the following sections.

A. First Order Rational (FOR) Model

As the measurement distance increases, the behavior of the
measured voltage can be described by modeling the earthing
system as a point source in a resistive media [7], as described
in (1). The following analysis forms the basis of a FOP test and
its analysis, using the FOR model. The derivation assumes the
soil resistivity is homogeneous, the size of the earthing system
is negligible in comparison to the spacings used, and the mea-
surement reference is the earthing system potential (GPR)

(1)

where
V voltage between GPR and soil “x” meters from

earthing system (V);
soil resistivity ;

I fault current (A);
x separation between earthing system and point on soil

(m).

B. First Order Rational Offset (FORO) Model

The First Order Rational Model, as described by (1), is based
on a point current source and uniform soil resistivity. To improve
upon the estimates of the method, a new model which better
describes the system was trialed [8]. The First Order Rational
Offset model was based on empirical equations used for Mutual
Earth Resistance (MER) and conductive coupling calculations.
The FORO model takes the form described in (2)

(2)

where r is the equivalent radius of the earthing system (m).

III. HIGHER ORDER METHODS

The application of least squares regression to a linearized
form of a system model attempts to match the model’s response
to a number of fixed points. The models chosen to match to these
sets in this application are simplifications of a complex physical
system. The premise applied here is that with the addition of a
higher order term the model is better able to match the phys-
ical response and consequently better estimates achieved. Both
second and third order methods were examined as follows:

A. Second Order Methods

In this case the second order term is added to the applicable
fundamental model. The resulting models are still matched to
the data using linear regression, however, the selection of an op-
timal model, or cost, is based on the co-efficient of the additional
‘quadratic’ term. That is, the most desirable match is that model
which has the smallest higher order component.

Applying this method to the FOR model we may describe the
problem with familiar terminology by applying the following
transformation to (1):

(3)

(4)

Collecting all the constants and the addition of a higher order
term we arrive at the relationship described by (5).

(5)

The use of higher order methods can be applied to either the
FOR or FORO models, resulting in two methods describable as
second order methods, being:

• second order rational model (SOR);
• second order rational offset model (SORO).

B. Third Order Methods

In this case a third order term is added to the applicable fun-
damental model with the resulting models matched as per the
Second Order methods. A second order term was not included
as closer analysis of the Finite Element Model of the physical
system found that the physical system contained odd harmonic
terms. Initial analysis using the second order methods produced
results similar to the fundamental methods so by introducing
a third order term it was hoped that the results would improve
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significantly. The use of cubic methods was applied to the FOR
model resulting in the Third Order Rational [TOR] Model, as
described in (6)

(6)

The remainder of the paper describes the investigation of the
new GPR estimation methods.

IV. LEAST SQUARES TRANSFORMATIONS

Even though a model has been derived to simulate the FOP
response and consequently estimate the GPR, a mechanism for
acquiring a “best model” is required. A common method for
optimizing a given model to test data is through the use of least
squares estimation [9]–[11]. In an “ideal” system a linear model
can be described as

(7)

However, our systems are not ideal and are subject to noise. If
we assume that the noise is noncorrelated then we can estimate
the system as

(8)

where represents the noise in the system.
To estimate the parameters of the system where noise is ex-

pected the least squares minimization or linear regression given
by (9) is used

(9)

where represents the estimation to .
The models outlined in (1) and (2) are not linear and prior to

their use in a least squares estimation, a linearization of an equa-
tion’s parameters is required. In the case of (2) this is achieved
by rewriting as

(10)

where V and x are measured and , and are constants to
be determined. Equation (10) can be rearranged as

(11)

where , , and .
Equation (11) can be used to calculate an estimate for using

(9).

V. WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES

Weighted least squares (WLS) allows the effects of individual
data elements to be either favored or de-emphasized within least
squares analysis. As part of the analysis of FOP data, weighted
least squares is used to perform outlier rejection, that is, remove
those data points which do not conform to the relationship de-
scribed by the bulk of the data points. This rejection can be im-
plemented by setting the relevant weightings to zero.

To implement weighted least squares the normal equation
for least squares analysis is modified by the addition of the
weighting matrix W as given by (12)

(12)

The weightings matrix in its most primitive form is imple-
mented as a diagonal matrix, with the nth diagonal element or
weighting corresponding to the nth data point in the FOP data.
Increasing a weighting’s value increases its significance and in-
fluence on the parameters estimate. Each weighting was given
an initial value of 1. The association of a single ordinal value
with each data point facilitates desirability of individual data
points. The more complex situation of inter-point dependency
describable by point weightings was not considered due to its
complexity. The setting of criteria to distinguish “good” and
“bad” data points allows outlier rejection to be implemented.

VI. OUTLIER REJECTION

It was noted during the assessment of the GPR estimator’s per-
formance [1] evaluation that points lying outside that expected of
an “ideal” response (i.e. an “outlier”), significantly affected the
estimate. The best way to deal with these points was to attempt to
reject them as outliers using weighted least squares.

As thesystemsbeingmodeledarenonlinear, theweightings re-
quired to add or remove a point are nonlinear. Consequently, suit-
able transformations are required to implement weightings lin-
early so that decisions can be made about which points to reject
linearly.

The FOP models when transformed to a nonlinear equation,
as per (11), produce polynomials of the order of the xy. When
these elements are rationalized into the matrix X, the resultant
matrix .X has complex polynomial combinations of x and y.
To produce weightings which result in linear desirability, the
power of the weightings will need to be proportional to the
square of the most significant power in the elements of X.

Given that the voltage measurement at distance x from an
earthing system is a function of the distance from the earthing
system, the GPR and the size of the earthing system, the fol-
lowing description of the WLS process can be made. The soil
potential profile will be defined by (13).

(13)

where
x Distance from earthing system (m)
GPR Ground potential rise of earthing system (V)
r Equivalent radius of earthing system (m)
m Gradient
V Soil voltage with respect to EPR (V).

The WLS process begins with (the identity matrix), see
Fig. 2. An estimate to GPR is made using (13) which produces a
model and estimates for GPR, m and r. The weightings are then
recalculated using (14), for the nth data point and jth iteration. If
the weightings meet the analysis’s end condition the calculation
halts, otherwise the process is repeated with the new weightings
matrix.

(14)
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Fig. 2. Weighted least squares process.

Outlier rejection can be applied in two ways, as a conditioning
to a fundamental method or used directly to make a GPR esti-
mate. For this reason outlier rejection is described as a “semi
fundamental” method. Outlier rejection can be based on either
the FOR or FORO models:

• Outlier Rejection based on FOR Model [JFOR]
• Outlier Rejection based on FORO Model [JFORO]

VII. COST FUNCTIONS

All the estimations made thus far have been based on the stan-
dard least squares cost function, as given by (15)

(15)

where
number of points in FOP data set;
spacing of point ;
voltage of point i;

f model response at ;
C cost.
This cost function is weighted equally for all points in the

FOP data set. It also avoids bias toward small data sets through
the application of the term to the summation. The points
closest to the earthing system are sensitive to factors such as
earthing system geometry and soil resistivity structure. Conse-
quently the cost of errors for points with smaller spacings should
not be as significant as that determined for points at larger spac-
ings. The cost function for the least squares analysis was con-
sequently altered to reflect the importance of point spacing. To
assess the best cost estimate a number of cost functions where
analyzed of the following form:

(16)

where , 0 or 1.

Just as distance should affect the cost of an estimate, so should
the number of data points used to produce an estimate. The
greater the number of points used to generate an estimate the
greater the confidence in the estimate. To reflect this the cost
function could be modified as described by (17)

(17)

where , 1 or 2.
There is no convenient means to determine a-priori what the

most appropriate value of t is so this was also investigated.

VIII. CONDITIONING METHODS

We use the term “conditioning methods” to denote mecha-
nisms for ignoring a group of points in the original data set. As
such, these methods condition the data before being used to cal-
culate a GPR estimate. Two conditioning methods are presented
in this paper, namely:

• points beyond knee;
• geometrically conditioned spacings.

A. Points Beyond Knee

The results of the original paper [1] found that GPR esti-
mates based on the FOR model benefit from the reduction of the
number of data points used in the FOP analysis to those points
beyond the FOP response’s knee. The knee of a FOP response
is loosely defined, but for the analysis it is important to recog-
nize the knee as the region where the FOP response loses its
geometric dependence. The FOP response beyond the knee can
then be modeled as a hemispherical electrode buried in a resis-
tive media.

The majority of test FOP responses can be described by the
regions depicted in Fig. 3 known as the “typical response.”
Using this typical response, an approximation method for
locating the knee of the FOP response is given by the following
algorithm.

1) Determine the gradient of the line defined by the origin
and the last point in the response, to be referred to as the
“mid-gradient.”

2) Determine the point in the FOP response where the gra-
dient of the model parallels the mid-gradient line, which
defines the knee point.

3) Use the points in the FOP response located at distances
beyond the knee point.

B. Geometric Conditioned Spacings

Geometric Conditioned Spacings, or Geometric Condi-
tioning, is based on the following premises:

1) The GPR is greater than any voltage measured in the FOP
data set, and

2) For increasing FOP data spacings the voltage should in-
crease.

The “Geometric Conditioning” of FOP data requires compar-
ison of consecutive data points. The point with the larger spacing
is removed from the data set if the voltage is less than the voltage
for the point with the smaller spacing. The next pair is the largest
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Fig. 3. Approximating the FOP response knee point.

point left from the previous pair and the next largest spacing.
The process terminates when there are no more data points to
consider. Geometric Conditioning was implemented as a simple
method for removing points which defy the asymptotic nature
of the typical FOP response. By using this method to filter the
data, it was anticipated that the susceptibility of the estimators
to localized distortions should be reduced.

IX. DATA SUBSET SELECTION

Sourcesofdistortion toaFOPresponse tend toaffect the region
of the FOP response nearest the source of the distortion. Previous
data conditioning methods can remove single points or points in
a specific region of the FOP response. In contrast, data subset se-
lection allows any subset to be removed, allowing it to be used to
removetheeffectof these localizeddistortions.Thesimplest form
of subset selection would involve a “brute force” comparison of
the results of estimation with all possible subsets of data.

However, methods which examine all subsets of a FOP test
data set were found to require extensive computation time. One
example required a number of days to produce a result. Conse-
quently, methods to reduce the computation time were examined.

One method to reduce the computations may be thought of
as a branch and bound method. This based on the observation
that the estimation methods based on the least squares method
generate a cost value for a GPR estimate. This cost value can
be derived by an estimation method applied to a data subset
containing n data points as given by (15) or one of its forms. In
such cases the following method was used to eliminate subset
groups from consideration.

Given any subset of n data points the cost of that subset is
given by a form of (18)

(18)

Any other subset that contains those n data points will only
achieve a lower cost if the additional cost is less than the average
cost per point. For a subset with an additional point to that used
in (18) the cost can be recalculated as (19)

(19)

Fig. 4. Performance of “stopping criteria.”

The cost ratio between the subsets can be defined by (20).

(20)

By noting that

(21)

it can be shown that the lower bound of the ratio of the subset
error is given by

(22)

Given the error for any subset and the maximum number
of additional points that can be added to the subset (m) the best
error achievable by any derived subset can be calculated using

(23)

If is greater than the error of the best estimate thus far
then calculating estimates for all derived subsets of the current
subset can be ignored. Where different cost functions to (18) are
used then a new lower bound function will need to be derived for
use. This ‘stopping criteria’ was introduced into the estimation
method used by the various methods previously established.

From the results described by Fig. 4 it can be seen that the
improvement is excellent. An estimation based on 24 data points
reduced from over 2.5 hours computation time to just longer
than 3 minutes, approximately 2% of the time required by the
complete computation. The only problem is in principle it is
only applicable to methods based on a least squares type cost
function.

X. ESTIMATION METHOD INVESTIGATION

To determine which method, or group of methods, produces
the most consistent, robust and accurate GPR estimate a com-
puter program was written to examine all conceivable estimation
methods. The GPR was estimated using every available varia-
tion in fundamental method (9 1), semi fundamental method
(3 1), cost function (20) and conditioning methods (4). This
potentially equates to 3200 methods to be assessed. Due to time
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considerations only the weightings method of data subset selec-
tion was used.

The number of variations in estimation method made it nec-
essary to establish a calculation benchmark using a set of check
files to rigorously and efficiently check and compare the per-
formance of all estimation algorithms. The series of check files
were based on earthing system models so the “true” GPR was
known or on tested systems with a high degree of confidence
in the results. All estimation methods could then be applied to
each check file and the results of each estimation compared to
the expected GPR.

The check files used fell into three categories. The first group
was based on the earthing system FOP response models, FOR
and FORO, introduced in [1]. Ideal FOP response data sets were
generated using both models as ideal base cases. The ideal cases
were then distorted manually from the ideal responses to pro-
duce cases including one or two outliers with varying levels of
distortion. The cases produced by manual distortion included
single outlier, two consecutive outliers and two spread (noncon-
secutive) outliers.

The second set of check files were based on Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) models of several earthing systems. These
models were used to produce more realistic FOP response
data sets by introducing distortions resultant from the earthing
system configuration or unassociated earthing systems. These
distortions were developed by modeling buried metallic systems
such as counterpoise conductors and pipelines, and bonded in
the following configurations:

• Direct—A buried, un-insulated metallic circuit connected
to the earthing system being tested.

• Indirect—A buried, un-insulated metallic circuit not con-
nected to the earthing system or any other earthing system
involved in the test.

• Remote—A buried, un-insulated metallic circuit con-
nected to remote earth, by an earth insulated or noninsu-
lated circuit.

The third set of check files were based on field results where a
high degree of confidence was held in the actual GPR. This was
due either to a high correlation between test results and design
results, numerous FOP tests or a combination thereof.

Sources of distortion not examined include variations in soil
structure along the route of the FOP response, horizontal strat-
ification of soil structure exceeding two layers and vertical soil
stratification [12]. It has also been assumed that the injection
test setup is such that the zones of influence of the two current
electrodes can be considered to be isolated. The check files used
are available for inspection at http://www.safearth.com.au/re-
search/djw/checkindex.html.

The investigation was implemented using a suite of C++
based applications. The first application was used to apply all
the identified estimation methods, called the “Comprehensive
Calculator,” producing a report for each file detailing the results
of the analysis. When all the cases in the set where completed
the files detailing the results were parsed to rank and sort the
results.

Any method which produced an invalid estimate for a test
case was rejected. The estimate with the smallest error for each

case, the “best method,” was used as the basis of a ranking for all
methods for that case. The “best method” was ranked 1, a method
with twice the error of the best method was ranked 2 and so forth.
The final ranking for each method was based on the inverse of its
average rank for the n cases examined as per (24)

(24)

where
average rank for jth estimation method
ranking for case i and estimation method j.

A second method of ranking was generated using the standard
deviation of each methods rankings as per (25).

(25)

where
ranking for case i estimation.
rank standard deviation for jth estimation method.

XI. RESULTS

The results of the investigation required that the investigation
be iterated a number of times, to correct application errors and
due to the following observed characteristics of the estimations
methods:

• The more complicated the estimation method the greater
the number of points required to generate an estimate.

• The preconditioning methods can remove a significant
number of points, restricting the number of estimation
methods that would produce a valid result.

• The combination of these two effects tended to favor the
less complicated estimation methods that required fewer
points.

• One aim of the investigation was to reduce the number
of points required to be collected as the number of points
directly effects test cost and duration.

These observations resulted in the following:

• The set of investigation files was modified so that the min-
imum number of points in any file was 8. The minimum
was not made higher as this went against the aim of point
minimization.

• The application of geometric conditioning methods was
“softened,” by applying the conditioning methods strictly
before any other estimation method was performed. It was
also required that a minimum number of points be retained
in the set so that an estimate was always produced.

The process of ranking the results required that a minimal
error be identified. While it is readily acknowledged that an ideal
result will have zero error, no comparison can be made with
other finite results in this case. It was also identified that a result
with an error of 0.001% and another result with an error of 0.1%
would have roughly equal value to the end user where current
error levels are anticipated to be in the order of 10%. The proce-
dure for ranking the results was thus based in the maximum of
the minimum error found and the minimum error limit. By in-
creasing the minimum error it allowed the investigation to iden-
tify methods that may not produce perfect results for the ideal
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TABLE I
IDENTIFIED SUBSETS

cases in the investigation set, but could produce estimates with
very low error levels for all cases. Setting the minimum error
level was also a question of investigation. Thus the assessment
was conducted for a range of minimal error values with the re-
sults described in Table I.

The results found that no method could achieve a score even
approaching 1 even with allowable errors as high as 100%,
demonstrating that there is no ideal estimation method. As no
single optimal estimator could be identified the results were
examined further to determine if optimal estimators could be
found for subsets of the investigation files. This was successful
and four groups of estimators corresponding to four file subsets
were identified. In identifying these subsets a minimal error
had to be established for which a unit score was achieved. The
identified subsets and their minimal errors are summarized in
Table I.

The best methods identified for each subset using the “s” and
“r” rankings were:

• For Subset 1 the top 57 ranked methods were based
on SORO, pre-conditioned using outlier rejection (any
model) and using any variation of least squares cost
function.

• For Subset 2 the top 50 ranked methods were based on
TORO, pre-conditioned using outlier rejection (JFOR),
points beyond knee, geometric conditioning and using any
variation of least squares cost function.

• For Subset 3 the top 180 ranked methods were based
on SORO, pre-conditioned using outlier rejection (any
model) and using any variation of least squares cost
function.

• For Subset 4 the top 21 ranked methods were based on
TORO, pre-conditioned using outlier rejection (JFORO),
points beyond knee, geometric conditioning and any vari-
ation of least squares cost function.

These methods represent the best methods to use to obtain a
result from the investigation set. To determine which estimate to
use from the four methods as the ultimate estimate was not es-
tablished. The methods identified were consequently reapplied
to the investigation file set and the results examined for some
trend to aid in selecting the best estimate to use. The results of
this are summarized in Fig. 5 describing the relative errors with
the expected result when the estimate chosen is based on the av-
erage, maximum and the lowest least squares error.

The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the best selection
method to use is to choose the maximum result, except in the
case of file 16. This produces a conservative result and a lower
error than the estimate chosen using the average result. The ex-
ceptional result for file 16 is due to the inverted nature of the
response. This response is completely contrary to that expected

Fig. 5. Error of estimates selected using maximum and average results.

by any of the models used here. To overcome this would require
either additional modeling of localized disturbances or the re-
moval of the disturbance from the data by the user. Removal
of the disturbance by the user requires some experience on the
user’s part, sufficient data to verify the existence and nature of
the disturbance, and possible identification of the source of the
disturbance in the field.

XII. CASE STUDIES

The installation chosen for the case study was injection tested
in 1993, well before the requirements of this assessment were
anticipated so test results could not be biased. It would have
been preferable to assess the performance of the selected esti-
mation method (SEM) by applying it to a published case for
GPR estimation but to our knowledge no such case exists.

The site had the following characteristics, making it suitable
for the purposes of this assessment

• It is located in an extensive inland plain with a consistent
soil structure, verified by soil resistivity tests performed
around the period of the injection test, and by the pub-
lished geological data [13]. Soil resistivity tests performed
at locations up to 100 km from the site found soil resis-
tivity structures consistent with a homogeneous 65 ohm.m
soil model.

• The documentation for the “as built” earth grid was avail-
able and no alteration had been made to the installation
between commissioning and testing.

• The installation had no significant interconnections to
other earthing systems. The LV system it supplied was an
overhead system, with only short underground cable sec-
tions used to connection to the distribution network. The
HV network was also an overhead network with OHEW’s
only installed on a few spans out of the installation.

• A distortion was evident in the FOP results which was due
to the test path crossing an underground from the installa-
tion with poor outer insulation and an earthed sheath.

• The raw FOP test results are available at
http://www.safearth.com/research/djw/casestudy.html.

A model of the earthing system was created based on the in-
formation available on the earthing system, the soil resistivity
and the test injection level using FEA software. The initial as-
sessment of the installation performed in 1993 reported excel-
lent correlation ( 1% difference) between the earth grid resis-
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Fig. 6. Original FOP test data compared with model response.

tance predicted by the FEA model and the grid resistance as
tested based on the method available at that time for analyzing
FOP test results.

The results of the FOP test and the soil response predicted
by the model are shown in Fig. 6, showing a good alignment
between the expected result and the predicted response. It also
highlights the distortion in the FOP response due to the under-
ground cable. The test current of 3 A was used so that the re-
sultant voltages are kept within safe limits for test personnel.
Actual fault levels for the installation are 1000 times larger than
the test currents so expected hazard levels are of the order of
1000 V.

Re-examination of the original soil resistivity test results
found that there existed a thin high resistivity layer atop the
otherwise homogeneous soil strata. This high resistivity surface
layer is created by the dry humid weather typical of the area. Its
thickness is dependent on whether the surface is bare soil or has
a covering such as grass, concrete or asphalt. The initial results
then are based on the upper layer being absent. The effects of
its presence were, however, modeled using the FEA model and
showed that the grid resistance could rise by up to 10% and
the soil potential gradients become steeper in proximity to the
installation.

The analysis of the FOP data was undertaken using the SEM.
A subset of the FOP data set was also analyzed created by re-
moving the points in the vicinity of the disturbance and with
more even spacings (see Fig. 7). The results of the analysis are
summarized in Table II. The expected GPR in this case was 673
mV. The original investigation of this installation determined
the GPR to be 620 mV ( 8% error) based, as is the traditional
method [14], on a FOR model of the last points in the data set.

From Table II it is clear that the original data set provides a
conservative answer with a large error. The modified data set
with a significantly smaller number of points produces a better,
slightly nonconservative estimate. If the ground grid condition
and the accuracy of the soil resistivity results are considered,
being parameters to the FEA model, it can be shown that the
modified estimate result lies within the tolerance of the FEA
model.

Fig. 7. Modified FOP test data compared with model response.

TABLE II
RESULTS OF ESTIMATION FOR CASE STUDY 2

XIII. CONCLUSION

Based on the limited number of test cases examined no single
method consistently produces an accurate or consistent method
to estimate GPR from FOP data. However, it was found and
shown that a set of four estimation methods can be used to es-
timate GPR and from that set an estimate for the GPR can be
reasonably made. The estimation method is, however, subject to
the quality of the data and the disturbances to the FOP response.
If during the process of acquiring FOP results in the field dis-
turbances can be identified, and affected data removed from the
data set, then the accuracy of the estimations can be significantly
increased. It was also shown that when the maximum estimate
from the recommended optimal method set was used to provide
the ultimate estimate, then the result was nominally conserva-
tive, in contrast to the normally nonconservative behavior of a
traditional GPR estimate based on a FOR model.
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